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Boeing Answer one The company should use all the communicating models, 

which ensure confidentiality, synchronization, accuracy or anonymity (N, 

2013). These models use their own ideal functionality whereby they receive 

a message as input and eventually extract the data as a more reliable 

production (N, 2013). Some of these mechanisms from the UC include, an 

ideal authenticated channel, which transfers messages in a secure path (N, 

2013). An ideal secure channel is the next it only outputs the name of the 

sender to the recipient (N, 2013). More sophisticated channels are 

recommendable such as the ideal anonymous channel that does not reveal 

the identity and the ideal pseudonymous channel that ensures the 

registration of the members first (N, 2013). 

Answer two 

In comparison to other firms, the UC mechanisms of protection enhancement

in the coverage of the IP networks is more potent (N, 2013). This means that 

the Boeing Company is experiencing the value of systems whose probability 

of hacking is zero percent (N, 2013). The chances of hacking in the UC 

security mechanisms are severely complex in comparison to other security 

firms (N, 2013). The UC security firm gives Boeing an advantage in low cost 

video deployment compared to what the other security firms cannot express 

(N, 2013). 

Answer three 

The UC security firm has much capability that the Boeing Company has not 

deployed (N, 2013). As the CIO of the Boeing Company, I would utilize these 

capabilities to the company’s advantages (N, 2013). These capabilities 

offered by the UC security mechanism would enhance the security of the 
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technology employed in the Boeing Company (N, 2013). As the CIO, I would 

ensure that everything is under the security of the UC security firm (N, 

2013). 
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